A major proportion of the mammalian transcriptome comprises long RNAs that have little or no protein-coding capacity (ncRNAs). Only a handful of such transcripts have been examined in detail, and it is unknown whether this class of transcript is generally functional or merely artifact. Using in situ hybridization data from the Allen Brain Atlas, we identified 849 ncRNAs (of 1,328 examined) that are expressed in the adult mouse brain and found that the majority were associated with specific neuroanatomical regions, cell types, or subcellular compartments. Examination of their genomic context revealed that the ncRNAs were expressed from diverse places including intergenic, intronic, and imprinted loci and that many overlap with, or are transcribed antisense to, proteincoding genes of neurological importance. Comparisons between the expression profiles of ncRNAs and their associated proteincoding genes revealed complex relationships that, in combination with the specific expression profiles exhibited at both regional and subcellular levels, are inconsistent with the notion that they are transcriptional noise or artifacts of chromatin remodeling. Our results show that the majority of ncRNAs are expressed in the brain and provide strong evidence that the majority of processed transcripts with no protein-coding capacity function intrinsically as RNAs.
A lthough only 1.2% of the mammalian genome encodes proteins, it is now evident that most of the genome is transcribed to yield complex patterns of interlaced and overlapping transcripts that include tens of thousands of long (Ͼ200 nt) noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) (1, 2) . Although a small number of long ncRNAs have been functionally characterized (3) , it remains a matter of debate whether the majority are biologically meaningful or merely transcriptional ''noise'' (4-7). The few long ncRNAs that have been characterized to date exhibit a diverse range of functions (3, 8) and expression in specific cell types and/or localization to specific subcellular compartments (9) (10) (11) (12) . The determination of whether many more long ncRNAs are functional may considerably impact our understanding of various fundamental biological processes and significantly influence the approaches used to investigate them.
If this class of long ncRNAs is indeed functional, one would expect that they would, in the main, show developmentally regulated and cell-specific expression patterns. The Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) is a large-scale study of the adult mouse brain that comprehensively catalogues and maps the patterns of gene expression that underlie brain development and function on a genome-wide scale (13) . The ABA used high-throughput RNA in situ hybridization (ISH) to visualize the expression of over 20,000 mainly protein-coding transcripts from the mouse transcriptome at cellular resolution. We discovered that the ABA (13) also contained ISH data for many long ncRNAs. Our analysis of these data provides a landscape perspective of ncRNA expression and provides compelling evidence that this class of RNA is intrinsically functional. Furthermore, by comparing the expression profiles of protein-coding genes with ncRNAs that can be associated via their genomic context, we reveal intriguing functional insights for many individual previously uncharacterized ncRNAs.
Results
Identification and Expression of ncRNA Transcripts. To identify ncRNAs that were targeted within the ABA, we implemented a stringent filtering approach. First, we mapped all ABA probes to the mouse genome and then excluded all probes that could not be uniquely associated with a full-length transcript. To omit probes that targeted protein-coding transcripts, we filtered out any probes that (i) overlapped with protein-coding mRNAs in mouse [including unannotated 3Ј untranslated regions (UTRs)] (14) as defined by RefSeq (15) , Mammalian Gene Collection (16) and UCSC Known Genes (17) ; (ii) matched homologous protein-coding genes in other vertebrate genomes; and (iii) targeted transcripts that contained open reading frames (ORFs) predicted by CRITICA (18) and an independent ORF detection algorithm (see Methods). We calculated that the final step alone was able to correctly classify 97.2% of RefSeq genes as proteincoding (see Methods). Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that a fraction of the ncRNA subset encodes very small proteins (19) or distant misannotated or unrecognized untranslated exons associated with protein-coding transcripts. In total, we found that 1,328 of the Ϸ20,000 probes in the ABA (13) targeted transcripts that lacked significant protein-coding potential, including many previously characterized functional ncRNAs [supporting information (SI) Table 1 ].
The ABA mapped the ISH images to a common anatomical framework that enables the localization and relative quantification of transcript expression in major neuroanatomical brain regions. We used this relative quantified expression data to associate expression of ncRNAs to specific neuroanatomical structures. In summary, we identified 849 ncRNAs that exhibited cellular expression above background (see Methods and SI Table  1) , and this subset of ncRNAs displayed a wide range of expression profiles, similar to that observed for protein-coding genes in the mouse brain. A comparison of mRNA and ncRNA expression levels reveals that, on average, mRNAs exhibit a higher expression level in the brain. However, we also found that the level of expression of ncRNAs is more variable among the 12 regions of the brain, suggesting that at least some ncRNAs are more specifically expressed than mRNAs (SI Fig. 5) . To validate the expression data in the ABA, we intersected the noncoding probe targets with the GNF Atlas (20) , SAGE (21) , and CAGE (1) libraries (SI Fig. 6 ). In total, 606 (71%) expressed ABA probes targeted common transcripts to the GNF Atlas or had CAGE or SAGE evidence for transcription. In addition, 494 (58%) expressed ABA probe target transcripts exhibit evidence of expression in tissues other than brain. A comparison of the lengths and genomic spans of the ncRNAs and mRNAs targeted in the ABA indicated that the ncRNAs were shorter in terms of both transcript length and genomic span than mRNAs (SI Fig.  7) . Furthermore, although the primary sequence of long ncRNAs generally is less conserved than protein-coding exons (22) , 329 (39%) of the expressed ncRNAs analyzed in the ABA were predicted to contain conserved secondary structures (see Methods, SI Table 2 , and SI Fig. 7) .
The biological relevance of the observed ncRNA expression patterns was supported by examining previously described long ncRNAs, such as Evf (23) , Gtl2 (24) , Gomafu (25) , and Sox2ot (26) , that were targeted in the ABA. Each example was consistent with, and in some cases elaborated on, previous findings. Evf2 interacts in trans with the homeobox transcription factor Dlx2 to regulate the expression of the Dlx6 gene that it encompasses (23) . Consistent with this function, Evf exhibits a coincident expression profile with Dlx2 (SI Fig. 8 ), which supports the proposed role for Evf2 in neuronal differentiation (23) . Gtl2, an ncRNA initially identified by a gene trap insertion that causes a dwarfism phenotype (24) , is strongly expressed throughout the adult brain. The ABA also shows a highly similar expression profile for the ncRNAs Rian and Mirg, which are thought to be transcribed as a single polycistronic transcript that includes Gtl2 (27) (SI Fig. 9 ). Gomafu is expressed in a distinct set of neurons in the mouse nervous system where it is thought to constitute a cell-type-specific component of the nuclear matrix, which controls gene expression or DNA metabolism (25) . Accordingly, the ABA shows a specific expression profile for Gomafu within in the brain, with apparently nuclear-restrained expression in distinct cells in the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, and olfactory bulb (SI Fig. 8 ). The Sox2 gene, an important regulator of neurogenesis, lies within the intron of a long, alternatively spliced ncRNA, Sox2ot, which is a highly conserved transcript present from zebrafish to human (28) . One isoform of Sox2ot originates from a distal ultraconserved element that has been shown to have enhancer function in the developing forebrain. Furthermore, dynamic bivalent domains in embryonic stem cells and differentiated neurons (26) overlap the transcription start site of Sox2ot. A role for Sox2ot expression in development also is suggested by its exclusive expression in regions associated with neurogenesis in the ABA (SI Fig. 8 ). Although microRNAs fall outside the scope of the ISH platform because of their small size, we identified an ncRNA, AK021368, which encompasses the microRNA mir-101a. mir-101a recently was shown to regulate the translation of Cox2 during embryo implantation (29) . It is interesting to note that AK021368 and Cox2 exhibit overlapping expression profiles in the cerebral cortex, raising the possibility that a similar regulatory mechanism occurs in the brain.
A systematic analysis of the expressed ncRNAs in the ABA revealed 60 ncRNAs that were expressed at a high level throughout the brain in an apparently ubiquitous manner (SI Table 3 and SI Fig. 10 ) and 513 ncRNAs that exhibited distinct regionally enriched expression profiles (SI Table 4 ). The remainder showed no strong expression or detectable enrichment in any one region. Many of the ncRNAs that showed regionally enriched expression profiles were associated with discrete functional subregions of the brain. This finding was particularly apparent in the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, olfactory bulb, and cerebellum. The hippocampus can be divided into four functionally distinct subregions-the dentate gyrus, CA1, CA2, and CA3 ( Fig.   1a )-that may be delineated by anatomical and gene markers. We identified a number of ncRNAs that exhibited expression profiles specific to these subregions (e.g., Fig. 1b ; SI Fig. 11 ). Furthermore, the hippocampal subregions also act cooperatively, and we accordingly identified a number of examples of ncRNAs that showed striking combinations of regionally enriched expression of ncRNAs in each of these subfields (e.g., Fig.  1 c and d; SI Fig. 11 ). Similarly, the cerebral cortex can be divided into six distinct layers (Fig. 1e) , each with specialized functions that are subject to specific efferent and afferent signals and comprising unique neuronal cell types. We identified ncRNAs with expression profiles that delineate cortical laminae ( Fig. 1 f-h; SI Fig. 12 ). The identification of laminar-specific ncRNAs may lead to further insights into the molecular mechanisms that orchestrate cortical laminar specialization and functional connectivity, both of which currently are incompletely understood. In the three distinct layers of the cerebellar cortex (Fig. 1i) , we also were able to identify ncRNAs that were enriched in each of these subregions ( adjacent or overlapping protein-coding genes (23, 30) , the examination of the genomic context of ncRNAs may provide preliminary insight into their function, at least at the biological if not the mechanistic level. Therefore, we identified all brainexpressed ncRNAs originating from complex transcriptional loci that encompass protein-coding genes and classified them according to their genomic relationship with protein-coding genes as cis-antisense, intronic, or bidirectional (SI Table 5 and SI Fig.  15 ). Inspection of these genes revealed Ϸ24% (66 of 278) had associated gene ontology terms relating to neurological function (SI Table 6 ).
If the relationship between an ncRNA and its associated protein-coding gene is functionally significant, we would expect to observe an equivalent genomic organization conserved in other species. Therefore, we identified ncRNA transcripts that were positionally conserved in the human genome. In total, 39% (109 of 278) of ncRNA transcripts had positional equivalents in the human transcriptome, including 36% (67 of 182) intronic, 39% (20 of 51) bidirectional, and 27% (12 of 44) cis-antisense examples. The prevalence of positional equivalents is similar to previous studies (31, 32) and supports the significance of the association of these ncRNAs with protein-coding genes.
cis-Antisense Transcripts. Transcriptional profiling has shown that antisense transcription is prevalent in the mammalian genome (33) , and several studies indicate its importance in regulating diverse biological functions (34) (35) (36) . We identified 44 ncRNAs in the ABA that are antisense to the exons of protein-coding genes (SI Table 5 ). These antisense ncRNAs often share varied and complex expression relationships with their sense proteincoding transcripts. For example, P-rex1, a gene involved in neuronal migration, and its antisense ncRNA partner are both expressed in the cerebral cortex (Fig. 2b) . However, in the cerebellum, P-rex1 is specifically expressed in the Purkinje cell layer, whereas the associated antisense ncRNA is expressed within the granular and molecular layer (Fig. 2c) .
Bidirectional Transcript Pairs. A major organizational theme within the mammalian transcriptome is the prevalence of bidirectional transcript pairs (31, 32) , where expression of two transcripts is initiated in close proximity but in opposite directions. We identified 51 ncRNAs that form bidirectional pairs with proteincoding genes (SI Table 5 ). Many of the ncRNA transcripts exhibit similar expression profiles to their protein-coding partners, suggesting they may be subject to shared regulatory pressures and involved in related neurological processes. For example, Satb2, a chromatin remodeling gene expressed by specific cortical neurons (37) , and its ncRNA partner show concordant cortical expression profiles (Fig. 2 e and f ) .
Similar to previous investigations (31, 32), we also find other complex and often discordant expression relationships between bidirectional ncRNA and protein-coding gene pairs. For instance, one highly conserved ncRNA expressed in the mouse brain is homologous to a human ncRNA that intersects with a recently described human accelerated region (38) and, like the human homolog, is transcribed opposite to the Klhl14 gene. Although both Klhl14 and the associated ncRNA are similarly expressed in the anterior olfactory nucleus, the ncRNA also is expressed in the cerebellum and hippocampus (SI Fig. 16 ). Similarly, an ncRNA bidirectional to Camkk1, a gene shown to be involved in male-specific memory formation, exhibits a discordant expression profile with Camkk1 in the hippocampus, olfactory bulb, and cerebellum (SI Fig. 15 ). These examples that exhibit discordant expression of ncRNAs relative to their associated protein-coding partners challenges the assertion that long ncRNA transcription occurs solely to ''open'' chromatin to promote the expression of neighboring protein-coding genes (5, 6) , in which we would expect to see concordant expression between the ncRNA and the associated protein-coding genes.
Intronic Transcripts. Instances of regulatory ncRNAs located within introns of protein-coding genes have been previously ascribed neurological functions (39, 40) . Among the expressed ncRNAs, we identified 182 ncRNAs that map within the introns of protein-coding genes (SI Table 5 ). The possibility that these intronic ncRNAs are solely a consequence of persevering nonfunctional lariats is unlikely because we also observe (i) intronic ncRNAs expressed in the cytoplasm, (ii) nonexpressed intronic ncRNAs of highly expressed host protein-coding genes, and (iii) intronic ncRNAs that exhibit a discordant expression profile to their host protein-coding gene (SI Fig. 17 ). For example, an ncRNA encompassed within the intron of Odz3 is strongly expressed throughout all hippocampal fields (Fig. 2i) , whereas expression of the Odz3 gene itself is restricted to the CA1 subfield (Fig. 2h) . This also is illustrated by an ncRNA within the intron of Ror␣, where the intronic ncRNA exhibits a markedly different expression profile in Purkinje cells compared with the Ror␣ gene itself (SI Fig. 15 ). It has been proposed that RNA signals reside within introns to regulate processes related to that of their host genes (41) , and the specific and regulated expression of intronic ncRNAs has been recently reported in humans (42) . Similarly, we report here that intronic-derived ncRNAs can exhibit specific and independent expression profiles relative to their host protein-coding gene, supporting the notion that they are biologically significant. ncRNAs and Imprinting in the Brain. Imprinted loci often give rise to long antisense ncRNAs such as Air (43) that trigger the imprinting of neighboring genes. Imprinted genes fulfill essential roles in the development and functioning of the brain (44) , and several imprinted genes also undergo imprinting (or lack of) in a neuron-specific manner (34, 45) . From a previous survey of candidate imprinted mouse transcripts (46), 34 corresponded to ncRNAs expressed in the ABA (SI Table 7 and SI Fig. 9 ), which included a number of previously characterized imprinted ncRNAs, including Copg2as (47), Gtl2 (24), Rian (48) , and Mirg (49) .
The restricted expression of imprinting antisense ncRNA can result in region-specific silencing of neighboring genes. For example, neuron-specific lack of Air expression results in neuronspecific lack of silencing at the Ig2fr locus (34) . Therefore, the heterogeneous expression of another imprinting antisense ncRNA, Kcnq1ot1 (50), within the brain may similarly result in region-or cell-specific imprinting of neighboring genes (SI Fig.  9 ). We also have identified a candidate imprinted long antisense ncRNA, AK045070, that encompasses Ͼ45 kb and shows expression within the thalamus, pyramidal cells in the ventral hippocampus, and cortical amygdalar area (Fig. 3b) . The adjacent candidate imprinted expressed gene, Coup-TfII, an important nuclear receptor involved in regulating various hormonal and brain functions, also exhibits a similar expression profile within these regions (Fig. 3c) . We suggest that AK045070 is a favorable antisense ncRNA candidate to trigger the silencing of neighboring genes in a manner similar to Air and Kcnq1ot1. Subcellular Expression of ncRNAs. The specific expression profiles of many of these ncRNAs, many of which show exquisite patterns, are indicative of biological meaning and function. However, despite the fact that a significant number of ncRNAs display differential splicing in different cells (1, 11) , it has been argued that that the apparently specific expression of noncoding transcripts may be simply cell-type-specific transcriptional noise (4-6) (i.e., an artifact of the differential open chromatin conformation between cell lineages) or are products of transcription that occurs simply to modify chromatin architecture in different cells (5, 7) . However, in the few cases that have been studied in more detail, the ncRNAs have been shown to be trafficked to specific subcellular (nonchromosomal) locations (9) (10) (11) (12) , which is inconsistent with these transcripts' being artifactual.
Within this study, we observed ncRNA expression that appeared to be associated with neuronal extensions or nuclei or appeared as distinct foci within the cell body (Fig. 4) . Comparisons between previously examined ncRNAs (25, 48) that are represented in the ABA revealed that the ISH data were indeed informative of subcellular localization, particularly in the cerebellar Purkinje cells whose large size enables resolution of cellular substructures. Therefore, to obtain further insight into ncRNA subcellular localization, we exhaustively examined ncRNAs that were expressed in Purkinje cells (13) (SI Fig. 18 ). We used previously characterized ncRNAs (27, 51) and mRNAs with known subcellular expression profiles as crude markers of subcellular compartments. From the 88 (10% of expressed ncRNAs) that were expressed in Purkinje cells, 25 (29%) showed a nuclear restricted expression profile, a further 54 (61%) appeared as foci or speckles, and the remaining 9 (10%) were diffusely expressed throughout the soma (SI Fig. 18 ). This diversity in subcellular localization would be unexpected of artifactual transcription and rather is suggestive of regulated expression. Although we cannot extrapolate the subcellular localization apparent within Purkinje cells to ncRNA expression in the brain, similarly diverse and high levels of mRNA localization have been reported recently in a global analysis of Drosophila embryogenesis where RNA localization was thought to have major roles in organizing cellular architecture and function (52) .
Discussion
Among the Ϸ20,000 genes catalogued in the ABA, we identified 849 long transcripts with little or no protein-coding potential that were expressed in the adult mouse brain. Many of these ncRNAs showed regionally enriched expression profiles similar to that observed for protein-coding mRNAs. In addition, viewing the ncRNAs in their genomic context revealed potential functional implications of their expression profiles, particularly with respect to ncRNAs associated with well characterized neurological genes. From a more general perspective, the majority of proteincoding genes can be associated with ncRNAs (1, 31) . Given that most of the ncRNAs that have been functionally characterized to date are in some way involved in the regulation of nearby protein-coding genes (3, 8) , it appears to be increasingly likely that these mechanisms may indeed be representative of a genome-wide phenomena. However, in this study we were not able to detect any consistent relationship between the expression pattern of an ncRNA and its protein-coding partner for any of the genomic contexts examined. Although in some cases the functions may simply be independent, recent studies (23, 53) suggest that the mechanisms and pathways that underlie the regulatory functions of ncRNAs associated with protein-coding genes maybe diverse, indirect, and complex, and thereby confound the identification of any simple relationship.
The observation that the majority of long ncRNAs examined here exhibit highly specific expression and are posttranscriptionally processed (the majority are spliced and/or polyadenylated), coupled with the recent finding that long ncRNA sequences, splice sites, and promoters are subject to purifying selection (54) , strongly suggests that these transcripts are functional and as such considerably expands the repertoire of transcripts that likely play a role in mammalian biology. Because there was no obvious bias in the selection of the noncoding transcripts included in the ABA study, the subset analyzed here may be considered broadly representative of such transcripts generally, of which 34,000 currently are annotated (1) . Therefore, because Ϸ64% of the noncoding subset examined here showed expression above background, we can infer the likely existence of Ϸ20,000 brainexpressed long ncRNAs, which supports the suggestion that ncRNA, at least in part, underlies the complexity of the brain (55, 56) and, given their presence in other tissue types (1), also are likely to be involved in other aspects of developmental and cellular biology in mammals. If this is the case, it will be a monumental challenge to understand the role of this new and expanding class of ncRNA transcripts, analogous to the continuing efforts to dissect the biochemical and biological functions of the proteome. This study highlights the importance of considering ncRNA in genome-scale experiments, which are commonly restricted to protein-coding genes.
Although the data from the ABA targets only Ϸ4% of the known noncoding transcriptome, this study nevertheless represents an important early step in appreciating the significance of ncRNA in brain biology and not only provides compelling evidence that many of these transcripts are intrinsically functional but also identifies many for future study. We have compiled the analysis performed here into a searchable database to facilitate the further investigation of ncRNAs in the ABA (http://jsm-research.imb.uq.edu.au/abancrna).
Methods
Probe Mapping. Sequences for 20,098 probes were obtained from the Allen Institute for Brain Science and mapped to the February 2006 (NCBI Build 36) assembly of the mouse genome using BLAT (57) (parameters: minScore ϭ 50, minIdentity ϭ 99, stepSize ϭ 5, tileSize ϭ 11, and ooc ϭ 11.ooc). Probes that could not be reliably mapped were excluded from the study. Mapping data are available on request.
Classification of Probes as Protein-Coding or Nonprotein Coding. Because the probes used by the ABA were derived from a range of sources (including RefSeq, Mammalian Gene Collection, Celera, The Institute for Genomic Research, RIKEN, and Unigene) there is no existing standard classification that encompasses the total set of transcripts targeted by the probes. Therefore, we developed an informatic pipeline to classify probes based on a combination of current gene annotations and protein-prediction software. To associate probes with transcripts, the mapped positions of the probes were intersected with all 3Ј UTR, CDS, and 5Ј UTR annotations [19, 803 RefSeq genes (15), 31,863 UCSC Known Genes (17), 20,407 Mammalian Gene Collection genes (16)], full-length cDNA transcripts (220,902 transcripts from the UCSC Genome Browser ''All mRNA'' track), and all orthologous coding regions of RefSeq sequences from other organisms [113,785 regions from the UCSC Genome Browser ''Other RefSeq'' track (58)] as of March 2007. Probes that could not be associated with full-length transcripts were omitted from the study. To account for unannotated 3Ј UTRs, annotated 3Ј UTRs were extended with ESTs and mRNAs that formed continuous transcribed fragments (transfrags). The sequences of the targeted transcripts as well as the probe sequences themselves then were analyzed for their protein-coding capacity using CRITICA (18) as previously described (19) . CRITICA was used on the basis that previous comparisons of protein-prediction algorithms show it to be the most effective individual tool for discriminating between coding and noncoding transcripts (19) . Additionally, CRITICA is able to detect statistically significant regions that encode proteins as small as 50 aa (59) that typically are excluded when using other approaches. Although CRITICA alone correctly identifies 94.4% of RefSeq genes as protein-coding, we also added a further filtering step to remove any transcripts that contain ORFs Ͼ120 codons that comprise at least a third of the transcript length. Using these parameters, we retain a large proportion of transcripts that CRITICA does not consider to contain statistically significant ORFs, while still further decreasing our potential false-detection rate. The combination of these two filters correctly predicts 97.2% of RefSeq genes as protein-coding. In summary, probes were classified as coding if (i) any targeted transcript (including extended 3Ј UTRs) had annotated-protein coding potential, (ii) any targeted transcript or the probe sequence itself had significant protein-coding potential as predicted by CRITICA or contained an ORF Ͼ120 codons that comprised at least one third of the transcript length, or (iii) any targeted transcript intersected with any orthologous region that is annotated as protein-coding in another organism. Probes that did not match any of these criteria were classified as noncoding.
Classification and Comparison of Expression Patterns.
Expression level and density data for the ABA were obtained from the Allen Institute for Brain Science. The basis for these measurements has been described previously (13) . The expression of transcripts was considered to be regionally enriched if both their expression level was Ͼ10 and they ranked in the ''High Expression Level'' class in the Anatomic Search for a particular region in the ABA (www.brainmap.org). Transcripts were considered broadly expressed if their expression level was greater than 10 in 11 neuroanatomical regions (cerebellum, cortex, pons, medulla, midbrain, striatum, olfactory bulb, hippocampus, thalamus, hypothalamus, and pallidum) as defined in the ABA. To compare the expression levels of probes targeting ncRNAs and mRNAs, the regional maximum and coefficient of variation were calculated from the ABA expression level data and plotted on a c-kernel density plot with R. A two-tailed MannWhitney test was used to determine the significance of the difference in coefficient of variance between mRNA and ncRNA expression levels.
Genomic Context of Probes.
We determined the genomic context of noncoding probes in relation to protein-coding genes. Noncoding transcripts were defined into three categories as follows: (i) cis-antisense probes were defined where at least 50% of the probe mapped to the opposite strand of a 5Ј UTR, CDS, or 3Ј UTR; (ii) intronic probes were defined where at least 50% of the probe mapped within the intron of a protein-coding gene; and (iii) bidirectional probes were defined as noncoding probes that targeted transcripts that had been identified previously as belonging to a bidirectional pair (31) . The ABA probe data are searchable by genomic context (and other various criteria) online at http://jsm-research.imb.uq.edu.au/abancrna. Positional Conservation of ncRNAs. Positional conservation of ncRNAs associated with protein coding genes was determined by examining syntenic genomic regions spanned by the mouse ncRNA transcripts using the Human Chained Alignments tool in the UCSC Genome Browser (58) . We individually examined the human syntenic region for evidence of noncoding transcription with equivalent genomic organization (i.e., intronic, bidirectional, or cisantisense). In cases where positionally conserved transcripts were identified, we checked for sequence homology using the BLAT tool (57) .
Secondary Structure Predictions of ncRNAs.
The mouse-centric genome-wide alignment of vertebrates (''multiz17way'') was downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (58) . The alignments included sequences of 17 species: mouse (mm8), rat (rn4), rabbit (oryCun1), human (hg18), chimp (panTro2), macaque (rheMac2), dog (canFam2), cow (bosTau2), armadillo (dasNov1), elephant (loxAfr1), tenrec (echTel1), opossum (modDom4), chicken (galGal2), frog (xenTro2), zebrafish (danRer4), Tetraodon (tetNig1), and Fugu (fr1). The alignments were preprocessed by using rnazWindow.pl with default parameters. RNAz was used to predict regions with conserved secondary structure as described previously (60) . The secondary structural composition of the noncoding transcripts targeted in the ABA was determined by intersecting the chromosomal positions of the RNAz structural predictions (using confidence threshold levels of P Ͼ 0.5 and P Ͼ 0.9) with the chromosomal positions of the noncoding transcripts. Specific secondary structures were determined and visualized with mFOLD (61) .
